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background:  Increase in microvolt TWA precedes onset of ventricular tachycardia (VT) in animal models and patients. The link between 
non-alternans repolarization variability (NARV) and VT is less clear.
Methods:  TWA and NARV were calculated from shock-channel EGMs preceding the onset of VT or a stored non-VT event in patients with 
an ICD system containing an atrial lead. Only events with 5 or more regular beats were considered. In each patient, presence of both VT 
and non-VT event was required for inclusion. Data analysis was performed with mixed linear model including heart rate (HR) and number 
of analyzed beats before VT onset as covariates.
results:  499 VT events and 200 non-VT events from 64 patients were analyzed. Both TWA and NARV increased with increasing HR 
(p<0.001). TWA decreased with number of analyzed beats. HR preceding non-VT events was higher than for VT events (p 6 regular beats 
in both VT and non-VT events and controlled for the number of analyzed beats. Both TWA and NARV were higher before spontaneous VT 
than in non-VT events (p<0.005 and p<0.0005, respectively) after correcting for HR.
Conclusion:  NARV is elevated prior to onset of spontaneous VT in ICD recipients. Both NARV and TWA increase with HR. The decrease 
in TWA with increasing number of analyzed beats might indicate contamination with NARV when limited number of beats is available for 
analysis. NARV might be useful for VT prediction by ICDs in the future.
